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▸ Applicant: Holger Schulz, Durham University

▸ Code: ExaHype2

▸ Programming languages: C++, Python, OpenMP, MPI

▸ Input case: examples/exahype2/euler (h=0.0025, n=10)

▸ Platforms: 
– Bede supercomputer (Durham University), “infer” nodes

● 2x POWER9 CPUs @ 2.9GHz (40 cores in total with 4 hardware threads 
per core)

● 256GB DDR4 RAM
● 1x Mellanox EDR (100Gbit/s) InfiniBand port
● Llvm/11.0.0, openmpi/4.0.5

Background
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Application Structure

✎ Homogeneous execution pattern:

1) Short initialization phase (grid creation)

2) Time step computation with same behaviour

✎ Many compute bursts (around 600K per time step) where short tasks (order of us) dominate runtime.

10 Time Steps

Initialization

Euler Paraver trace, 1 rank MPI with 10 threads

Time

Threads
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Application Structure (zoom 1 time step)

✎ The application spawns a big amount of very fine grained tasks
● All these tasks belong to the same region

✎ At the end of the time step one long task is executed

OpenMP Task execution window

Useful duration window

Average task granularity: 313us

Euler Paraver trace, 1 rank MPI with 1 thread

380us
(528.880 bursts) 

30s 
(1 burst)

Useful duration histogram



Application Structure (zoom 1 time step)

✎ Application’s structure remains constant if increasing the number of threads
● Beware that with some thread configurations there is only one long task (1, 30 & 40 threads)
● Currently Extrae tracing doesn’t support nested tasks, therefore some information of the OpenMP runtime 

might be missing

Euler Paraver trace, 1 rank MPI with 40 threads

(528.529 bursts) (528.529 bursts) 

30threads

(528.529 bursts) 

40threads

514/04/2021
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Strong Scalability

Speedup chart, no tracing involved Elapsed time chart

✎ With 10 threads the scaling is almost perfect, yet with more resources it has serious problems

✎ We couldn’t reproduce the same scalability using Extrae
● Tracing overhead because of too many tasks creation and not supported features (nested tasks and parallels)
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Focus of Analysis (FoA)
✎ Due to the huge number of events contained in a trace we focus our analysis on time steps 8 and 9

Euler, 10 threads. Time steps [8, 9]
Useful duration – Execution states – Executed OpenMP tasks
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Focus of Analysis (FoA)

26:Tasks_plain.cpp 53:Tasks_plain.cpp

✎ Because there many tasks to create, the parallel runtime overlaps task creation with their execution

✎ Between every task execution the OpenMP runtime is scheduling the next task / creating another / synchronizing 
at one task barrier (extra overhead)

Euler, 10 threads. Time step 8

Euler, 10 threads. Time step 8. Zoom into tasks execution/creation/synchronization
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FoA Strong Scalability

Strong scalability: 1, 10, 20, 30 and 40 threads
(same time scale)
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POP Metrics (Multiplicative Model)

✎ IPC is awful when multi-threading. Poor cache utilization? Memory bound?
● Given the fine task granularity and the dynamic nature of tasks, it would not be strange that the 

application is suffering from cache pollution or slow ccNUMA accesses

✎ Instruction scalability is optimal (there are no overheads due to the parallelization of the algorithm)



ExaHype2: serial performance

L3 cache misses: 1, 10, 20, 30 and 40 threads
(same vertical semantic limits)



ExaHype2: serial performance
✎ Number of L3 cache misses increases with more threads

● Data set size increases with number of threads?
● Poor temporal cache locality?

✎ We noticed that the instruction issue efficiency (1 – CYCLES_NO_INSTRUCTION_ISSUE / TOTAL_CYCLES) evolves 
from 0.55 with 1 thread to 0.11 with 40 treads for 26:Tasks_plain.cpp 
● The execution pipeline gets stalled due to some bottleneck (we suspect memory)
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Load Balance
✎ As we were told, there is a load balance issue within time steps

● Long compute tasks (pink) with heterogeneous loads are executed at the end
● The load imbalance footprint of these big tasks (high priority) is supposed to be filled with the very short tasks 

(red, low priority)

While thread 1.1.8 executes his large pink task, 
others threads should compensate the load imbalance
running small red tasks . Black means the thread is
waiting.

✎ Customer is sure that both types of tasks should overlap, yet for some 
reason when pink tasks are first created all red tasks have been 
dequeued by the OpenMP runtime
● Either there is a synchronization barrier between red and pink tasks
● Either runtime is unable to handle the case
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ExaHype2 Task Graph

✎ To understand what is going on we inferred the task graph of one time step

✎ We realized that even though the program doesn’t wait for the tiny tasks to 
finish, it does wait for their parents (creators).
● Task Creators are not done until all Tiny tasks are created. In other 

words, the parallel runtime doesn’t return to the Main Task until all Tiny 
tasks are queued.

● Because the OpenMP runtime implements a bounded task queue, it 
yields the creation of Tiny tasks and starts executing them. Thus, Task 
Creators are not done, and the taskwait prevents the program to return 
to the main task.

● When all tiny tasks are finally created and Task Creators are done, the 
program can proceed with Big tasks. However, there are so few Tiny 
tasks left that Big tasks run alone.

✎ In conclusion, the problem is in both application and runtime:
● In the application because it forces a dependency between Task Creators 

and Big Tasks. The runtime is not aware of what the user intends to do!
● In the runtime because it is not powerful enough to create all tiny tasks 

at once, throttling and delaying the creation of big tasks. 
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ExaHype2 Proxy App
✎ We checked our hypothesis with a simple proxy application that emulates ExaHype2 control flow
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ExaHype2 Parallel Tasks
✎ We observe a similar compute pattern between our proxy application and ExaHype2

Euler, 1 rank MPI with 10 threadsProxy app., 10 threads

✎ However, we noticed that our proxy app achieves 
the creation big tasks before all tiny tasks are done 
(probably because we don’t create as many tasks 
as Exahype2)
● Big tasks are not scheduled before tiny ones 

although they have higher priority!

✎ 2 problems found:
● Like we supposed, big tasks are spawn too late
● Something is preventing the runtime to apply 

task priorities

Here “pink” tasks should execute 
before “red” ones
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ExaHype2 Task Priority
✎ To make sure task priorities work, first one must set the environment variable OMP_MAX_TASK_PRIORITY. If not, 

the maximum priority value is 0, making priorities to not have impact. From the OpenMP 5.0 API:

The priority clause is a hint for the priority of the generated task. The priority-value is a 
non-negative integer expression that provides a hint for task execution order. Among all 
tasks ready to be executed, higher priority tasks (those with a higher numerical value in 
the priority clause expression) are recommended to execute before lower priority ones. 
The default priority-value when no priority clause is specified is zero (the lowest 
priority). If a value is specified in the priority clause that is higher than the max-task-
priority-var ICV then the implementation will use the value of that ICV. A program that 
relies on task execution order being determined by this priority-value may have 
unspecified behavior. https://www.openmp.org/spec-html/5.0/openmpsu46.html#x70-
2000002.10.1

✎ After that, we realized that LLVM’s OpenMP runtime doesn’t support task priorities. Modern GNU compliers, on 
the other hand, do support them.
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ExaHype2 Task Priority

Proxy app., 10 threads
GNU OpenMP runtime

Proxy app., 10 threads
LLVM OpenMP runtime

✎ With the GNU runtime, pink tasks are prioritized once created. This doesn’t happen with LLVM.
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ExaHype2 Big Tasks Creation
✎ Some ideas to allow the creation of big tasks before all tiny tasks are dequeued from the OpenMP runtime:

● Remove the taskwait clause. This way the application wouldn’t block waiting for the creation of all tiny tasks
● Reorder task creation: first create the few big tasks and then the tiny tasks. Allow big tasks to yield if they can’t 

be run.
● Reduce the number of tiny tasks. This way the application wouldn’t throttle the runtime with tiny tasks before 

their creation is done.
● Instead of the taskwait clause use OpenMP dependencies (depend clause). This clause is more flexible and 

gives more information to the runtime.

Proxy app.: without taskwait (LLVM). Since the 
taskwait is removed, big tasks are created in 
time. Tasks are executed FIFO.

Proxy app.: with taskwait (LLVM). The taskwait 
delays the big tasks creation. When they are 
finally created, there are no tiny tasks left in the 
queue.
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Summary
✎ The application requires some tuning to be friendly with our POP tools (Score-P, Extrae)

● Nested parallelism not fully supported 
● Taskloops not available with Score-P
● Many fine grained tasks

✎ Still, we tried to extract insights from the available traces
● The audited use case shows an excessive amount of too fine grained tasks. Increasing task granularity should be 

prioritized in order to avoid overheads of OpenMP runtime. It also would improve cache utilization. 
● What prevents the application from ideal scaling is computational performance. The more threads are run, the worse 

is core performance. Memory becomes the bottleneck.
● With some thread configurations not enough “big tasks” are created to occupy all threads (see slide 5)

✎ A mistake was made believing that there are not dependencies between the tiny and big tasks. Big tasks are not created 
until all tiny tasks are (only created, not executed).

✎ OpenMP runtime is unable to cope with the code as it is, the runtime is not almighty. It doesn’t have an infinite task 
queue nor can foresee what will happen. The user is responsible in providing more hints.
● We’ve also seen that in order to use priorities OMP_MAX_TASK_PRIORITY must be set.
● The OpenMP runtime of LLVM (probably Intel also) doesn’t support task priorities. Use GNU instead.

✎ To achieve the ideal scenario of concurrent tasks, the task dependency of the taskwait should be removed, or in any case, 
be more flexible (usage of OpenMP dependencies).
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Contact:
https://www.pop-coe.eu
mailto:pop@bsc.es
    @POP_HPC

This project has received funding from the European Union‘s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 
676553 and 824080. 

Performance Optimisation and Productivity 
A Centre of Excellence in HPC

https://www.pop/
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